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Sustainable development 
Brundtland Report WCED (1987): ‘Our Common Future 

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the 

present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 

their own needs”

“The next few decades are crucial. The time has come to break out of 

past patterns. Attempts to maintain social and ecological stability 

through old approaches to development and environmental protection 

will increase instability”



Market economy and external cost
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Green economy

According to OECD (2011) 

“green growth means fostering economic growth and development by creating

opportunities on the basis of ensuring natural assets to create and maintain

provision of goods and services for society. Innovation is considered the key in this

process by contributing to decouple growth from natural capital depletion through

process of creative destruction which leads to new ideas, new business models and

therefore new markets and new jobs.”

“This approach states that business is the main 

driver of green innovation while government 

action is critical to facilitate the context and 

overcome market failures. 

The government interventions focus in specific 

aspects such as highlight trends by market signals, 

long term R&D support, and breaking path 

dependence and, facilitate diffusion and adoption 

of new technologies. “



Green economy by OECD

……does it sound familiar?

Does it sound like Mainstream? 

Realize that to question is how we grow (to 

question is to grow)



The quadruple green helix

Source R. Gouvea et al. / Technological Forecasting & Social Change 80 (2013)

What?

How?

Who?

Why?

Change

Entrepreneurs- Society

Experiments-pathway

System innovation



Ecoinnovation

Technology push

Market pull

Regulation push

Why?

Improvements in 

efficiency and quality 

Environmental protection 

and resource management

Segmentation and new 

price-quality relation

System innovation and 

cultural change



Ecoinnovation

Strategies for 

diffusion and 

barrier



Environmental policy



Eco-housing and Green Buildings



Green business 

simulation 

Word café

Putting conversations to work…… 

… Quick way for  generating  ideas ..                         



Green business 

simulation 

Word café

Step 1
• A Café setting in the meeting room + groups

Step 2
• A central question or challenge + host

Step 3
• Host presents challenge

Step 4
• 10 Minutes conversation

Step 4
• Move to another table, new conversation

Step 5
• Share the results

How?



Green business 

simulation 

Word café



Strategic Niche Management
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In order to realise a low 
carbon society we need to 
to nurture and strengthen 

these projects and ‘transition 
them

Low carbon projects in principle
are system innovation projects

http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=learning&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=B_rWRxOOIevi2M&tbnid=CORxLodPel2F2M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://maasd.edublogs.org/2010/01/17/creating-an-environment-which-meets-student-learning-needs/&ei=JfCMUZ3sKsfH0QWPyYCoCA&bvm=bv.46340616,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNH5v1ajH9IsE9SUudrKGlGLwGMG9g&ust=1368277398427051
http://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=learning&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=B_rWRxOOIevi2M&tbnid=CORxLodPel2F2M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://maasd.edublogs.org/2010/01/17/creating-an-environment-which-meets-student-learning-needs/&ei=JfCMUZ3sKsfH0QWPyYCoCA&bvm=bv.46340616,d.d2k&psig=AFQjCNH5v1ajH9IsE9SUudrKGlGLwGMG9g&ust=1368277398427051
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Socio technical transitions



Case example:



How can local actors system provide a clean and sustainable 
transport alternative ?

Which technologies can be applied? Where do they come 
from?

How actors should collaborate?

Start: sustainability challenge



Carsharing is a model of car rental where people rent cars for 

short periods of time, often by the hour. 

They are attractive to customers who make only occasional 

use of a vehicle, as well as others who would like occasional 

access to a vehicle of a different type than they use day-to-day. 

The organization renting the cars may be a commercial 

business or the users may be organized as a company, public 

agency, cooperative, or ad hoc grouping.

Car Sharing: vision

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Car_rental
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooperative


Overcoming scepticism

Car sharing in small towns? Scale and market

Car sharing in Spain? Cultural issues

Car sharing by publi-private colaboration? Profists?
Efficiency?

Electric cars with Spanish technology? Path 
dependence





eSharing: networking 
and linking



Continuation
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Establish in each phase of your project the right networks and strengthen the  
social networks that you need

Know the relevant actors, ask about their expectations; try to align 
expectations/visions

Learn and keep  learning about the Multi-Level context: landscape, regime, other 
interesting niches and regularly ask yourself are we doing the right things? 

Temporarily shield your project against pressure from regime  barriers, eg. 
unbelief, disturbing actor’s expectations, nasty financial schemes,  nasty
geografical or management environment, etc. Find niches. 

SNM lessons



Assignment SNM: 
3 Learning directions
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Questions related to the directions

• Deepening: What is distinctive about the project’s local 
context? Where is it different from mainstream (regime)?

• Broadening: What are linkages with other niches or domains?
What are necessary further innovations, in other contexts? 

• Scaling-up: What are necessary system-level changes to move 
from experimentation to mainstream (’normal’)? 

-> Increasing awareness, shifts in thinking, changes in behaviour or 
routines, changes in infrastructure or financial structures, etc.



1. Deepening: Learning about technical possibilities, 
user’s wishes, (non) matching with expectations of 

farmers  

2. Broadening: linking with technical innovations (eg. 
heat exchangers), including – in a later phase –

growing aspects; broadening of the network

3. Scaling-up: Thinking ahead, fitting in existing 
(financial) rules, realising structural financing, 
influencing public opinion about greenhouses

3 Learning directions



Learning Assignment

1
• Niche project is chosen; choose chair

2
• ‘Ower’  niche  project shortly explains his/her projects

4
• Project owner chooses an item/row that he/she finds interesting

5
• Start with question left side, and go to the right

6  • Score OK= +, Missing = -, In between = X

7 • Have a short look at what is +

8
• Ask the owner what he/she finds the most relevant item?

9
• Discuss what could/should be done?

10
• In principle do a second row..



Transitioning:  content (1)

Project 

characteristics

Steering/guiding dimensions

Deepening Broadening Scaling up

Social challenge The project goals are 

linked to societal 

challenges (transition 

goals) that are  made 

explicit

The system innovation 

project is tuned to relevant 

related innovative projects 

and these are linked to 

each other by a (common) 

societal challenge that is 

made explicit

The project is adapted to  

and - whenever possible -

takes advantage of 

societal trends and other 

new developments

System analysis Project participants have  

shared their perspective 

on dominant ways of 

thinking, doing,  organising 

and infrastructure in the 

sector (from which the 

project deviates)

Project participants have 

identified similar and 

related innovative projects 

and potential new 

partners, application 

domains and functions

Key persons are identified 

with the power and 

willingness to influence 

the dominant regime and 

who thus could help 

establishing new 

regime(s)



Transitioning: content (2)
Vision/ ‘Leitbild’ Participants in the 

project are sharing a 

long-term sustainability 

vision

An overarching 

sustainability vision has 

been developed to align 

the project with related  

(system) innovative 

projects, in order to work 

in a common direction

The overarching vision is 

brought to the attention 

of  the strategic level 

(management and 

Board level and other 

external regime players 

in society who are 

important for longer-

term structural change)

Learning 

objectives 

/intended 

innovation

Explicit learning goals 

are defined with regard 

to the desired 

(interrelated) changes in 

dominant ways of 

thinking, doing, 

organising and 

infrastructure

It has been explored 

between concerned 

participants if and how 

the system innovation 

project could be done in 

another context 

Learning about 

opportunities and 

barriers in ways of 

thinking, doing,  

organising and 

infrastructure is part of 

the learning goals



Transitioning: content (3)

Intended results A distinction is made 

between results that 

are context generic and 

context specific 

Project results, 

including those of 

learning results, have 

been shared with 

participants of similar 

projects

Results, including 

relevant results from 

the reflection process, 

have been 

communicated to the 

strategic level and are 

leading to structural 

support and resources



Time for feedback



4 reglas para dar Feedback – parte 1

1) Describir lo que se 

observar, focalizar en 

procesos y elementos. 

Evitar comentarios sobre la 

impresión que ha causado

Hacer un propio relato de lo 

expuesto

Confirmar la lógica del 

argumento

2) Describir el efecto que 

ha tenido a nivel personal. 

Por ejemplo:

Confusión

Incertidumbre

Entendimiento

Coincidencia

Curiosidad

descubrimiento



4 reglas para dar Feedback – parte 2

3) Chequear que la persona 

ha entendido lo que Uds. ha 

comentado.

Preguntas de confirmación

Relacionar con un campo de 

conocimiento común

Dar ejemplos para clarificar

4) Comentar el tipo de 
comportamiento o resultado 
le gustaría ver. Proponer en 
forma positiva. Por ejemplo:

Sugerir una alternativa dentro 
de la misma idea

Simular un resultado distinto en 
otro escenario

Proponer variables distintas 
para el punto de partida



Thank you¡¡

cristianmatti.com #iMatti


